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Written submission from BASC Scotland 

BASC Scotland is pleased to submit this evidence on the Land (Reform) Scotland 

Bill to the Rural Affairs, Climate Change and Environment Committee.  We have 

chosen to restrict these comments to those areas of the Bill directly affecting our 

interests in shooting (including stalking) and conservation.  These build upon the 

comments that we made in our response to the Consultation on the Future of Land 

Reform in Scotland in February 2015. 

Part 1  Land rights and responsibilities statement 

We appreciate the clarity of policy that such a statement could provide. 

Part 2  The Scottish Land Commission 

We find it confusing that in Section 20 the functions of the Land Commissioners 

relate to “any matter relating to land in Scotland” and that this includes “management 

of land” and “use of land”.  “Land management” is not included in the areas of 

expertise or experience seen as desirable for appointment as a Land Commissioner 

(Section 9).  

We consider it essential that the Commission should have adequate representation 

from those who understand and have practiced sustainable land management. 

Part 3  Information about control of land 

No comment. 

Part 4  Engaging communities in decisions relating to land 

We recognise that the guidance must be clear about the types of decision relating to 

land, and land management, which would require community engagement.  Day to 

day management decisions should not require community involvement or approval. 

Part 5  Right to buy land to further sustainable development 

We would wish to see clarity about the definition of terms such as “significant benefit 

to the relevant community” (Section 47 (2) (c) (i)) and “environmental wellbeing” 

(Section 47 (10)). 

Part 6  Entry in valuation roll of shootings and deer forests 

1. Recent independent research into Scottish country sports tourism revealed 

that 88% of shooting and stalking providers surveyed said that their shoot 

roughly broke even, or ran at a loss (PACEC, 2015). Only 12% of providers 

reported that their shoots were self-financing and profitable.  It is therefore 

clear that while shooting and stalking are important contributors to rural 

economies (£200 million in Gross Value Added (GVA) to the Scottish 

economy each year) and provide for the equivalent of 8,800 FTES (PACEC, 
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2014), they are only rarely profitable.  They are not normally run as profit-

making enterprises. Consequently they should not be considered as 

comparable to other rural businesses, such as hotels, filling stations or shops 

that are run as profit-making businesses. 

 

2. Agriculture and crofting, and forestry, remain exempt from non-domestic 

rates.  Agriculture was recently described as follows: 

 

“Agriculture is one of Scotland’s defining industries. Not only is it the 

foundation stone of our thriving food and drink sector, it strengthens the social 

fabric of our rural communities and provides essential services that all of 

Scotland benefits from including flood protection, clean air and water, and a 

rich and varied wildlife.” (Scottish Government, 2015) 

This is a clear justification as to why agriculture should remain exempt from 

non-domestic rates.  The same must logically be argued for shooting and 

stalking: both contribute to our thriving food sector through the provision of 

game and venison, they clearly strengthen the social fabric of rural 

communities, provide essential services and Natural Capital and contribute to 

Scotland’s biodiversity through the equivalent of 3,900 FTEs employed in 

conservation.  Shooting and stalking cannot and should not be regarded as 

the same as other rural businesses due to the widespread benefits that they 

bring to the 4,500,000 hectares of Scotland (70%) that they influence. 

Shooting and stalking are more comparable to agriculture and forestry, 

currently exempt from non-domestic rates. 

3. Agriculture (including crofting) influences a considerable area of rural 

Scotland (75% of the land mass (NFUS, 2015). Forestry and woodland covers 

17% of Scotland’s land area (Forestry Commission, 2011). 

Agriculture and forestry benefit from a considerable public subsidy and 

exemption from non-domestic taxation.  Shooting and stalking enjoy little, if 

any, public subsidy but deliver significant public benefit. If the input into 

wildlife management by shooting and stalking interests was to be reduced 

because of, or due to, additional taxation then there is an inevitability that 

government funding would be required to address the deficit, or legislation 

(such as the Deer (Scotland) Act 1996) utilised to compel owners and 

occupiers to carry out management.  This is clearly apparent in deer 

management, less so in the wider management of common pest species 

currently controlled by those with shooting interests.  Control of foxes, crows, 

Mustelids (including mink), other invasive non-natives (including grey 

squirrel), geese, rabbits, rats and pigeons is largely undertaken by the private 

shooting sector either for gamekeeping purposes or as a service to farmers 

and crofters. 
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4. The original exclusion of shootings and deer forests from the valuation role 

came about in 1995.  While some argue that this was politically motivated 

another argument is that this was a pragmatic move supported by local 

authorities who found that the actual cost of collecting and administering 

“sporting rates” exceeded the income which, at the time, was estimated to be 

£2 million.  It has been estimated that, in 2017, the total gross liability from 

shootings and deer forests will be £4 million, but subject to considerable relief.  

There will be unintended consequences of this, if it proceeds, and these are 

summarised in the BASC paper that is appended to this submission.  These 

negative unintended consequences include: 

 

 Up to 58% equivalent increase in employers’ tax burden on those 

employed through the expenditure of visitors on shooting and deer 

stalking in Scotland. 

 Shoot viability and employment threatened 

 Damage to rural communities 

 Diminished investment and effort into land management. (Shooting and 

stalking currently supports the equivalent labour of 3,900 full time 

conservation jobs in Scotland, shoot providers spending £35 million on 

conservation annually (PACEC, 2014). 

 

5. While the actual basis upon which each shooting or deer forest will be 

evaluated has still to be determined, it is clear that this will be based upon the 

provisions of the Lands Valuation (Scotland) Act 1854 and the Sporting Lands 

(Rating) Scotland Bill, 1886. These use the “yearly Rent or Value”.  If the land 

is rented then the value of the rent should or could be known. However, if the 

land is not rented and shooting or stalking opportunity is let on a daily basis, 

either to individuals or groups of shooters, or provided without charge, then 

the value may be much harder to determine.  In addition, local authorities will 

be under little incentive to maximise revenue from sporting rates since the 

receipts from ratepayers will accrue to local authorities and will be accounted 

for as receipts to the Scottish Consolidated Fund.  This will effect a 

corresponding reduction to the general revenue grant thereby allowing 

equivalent funding to be directed elsewhere within the Scottish Government’s 

budget i.e. the Community Land Fund. If a local authority raised no revenue it 

would not be financially penalised. If another local authority invested in 

employing Assessors and raised a large amount of revenue it would not 

benefit.  In fact, it would have to carry the addition cost of the Assessors. 

 

6. The Financial Memorandum states that there will be a high level of eligibility 

for relief under the Small Business Bonus Scheme.  Since this gives 100% 

relief up to £10,000 this is welcome, since the vast majority of small shoots 

will probably not pay anything like this for their “yearly Rent or Value”. 
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However, if the liability is calculated differently from the rental value this could 

expose many to non-domestic rates.   

 

Part 7 Common good land 

No comment. 

Part 8  Deer management 

These new powers add to the existing powers of SNH with respect to deer panels 

and deer management planning.  They do not appear to add any considerable 

weight to existing powers (including the Code of Practice on Deer Management) and 

we accept that in some situations, where deer are causing damage and where this 

can be prevented, the preparation of a deer management plan is appropriate, as 

may be the intervention of an agency like SNH. 

We do agree with others, however, that the raising the penalty level for those failing 

to comply with a control scheme to £40,000 appears excessive, especially when the 

power still exists for SNH to undertake the management required. 

Part 9 Access rights 

No comment. 

Part 10 Agricultural holdings 

No comment. 

Part 11 General and miscellaneous 

No comment. 
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